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Red Tiger presents: Viking’s Legacy EveryWay™

Enter the realm of Viking glory, where the winds whisper tales of triumph in Viking’s Legacy EveryWay™!

Land 8 matching symbols anywhere on the reels to ignite cascading wins, as winning symbols vanish to make 
way for new ones, with no limit to the chain reactions that can unfold. With each consecutive win, additional 
features activate above the reels. Keep an eye out for the Viking Wild on reels 3 and 4, each equipped with 2 
lives. Following the first win, watch as the Expand feature triggers, causing Vikings Wilds to expand and cover 
entire reels. Then, with the 2nd and 3rd consecutive wins, enjoy a x2 and x3 multiplier, respectively. After the 
4th win, symbols 10, J, and Q are removed from the reels. Uncover the power of Yggdrasil to add lives to Viking 
Wilds and to unlock Free Spins, with growing multipliers that persist until the end of the bonus round, along with 
the removal of 10, J, and Q for the entire round.

Conquer the reels and claim your place in Viking legend with Viking’s Legacy EveryWay™!

 • Trigger chain reactions with 8 matching symbols.

 • Viking Wilds, Expanding Viking Wilds, escalating multipliers and remove symbols. 

 • Free Spins unlocks with 3 or more Yggdrasil symbols.

HIGHLIGHTS

GENERAL INFORMATION

Volatility

Hit Frequency

Min Stake

Max Stake

5/5 (High)

2/5 (Low - Medium)

€/£/$ 0.20

€/£/$ 100

Non-jackpot RTP options

With-Jackpot RTP options

90.71%, 92.76%, 94.78%, 95.69%, 95.77%

90.10%, 90.65%, 92.75%, 94.71%

Features

Win Ways

6 (Viking Wild, Yggdrasil, Win Multipliers, Remove Royal Symbols, Free Spins, Feature Buy) 

EveryWay™

Reels x Rows

Max Win

6 x 4

27,483x
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GAME FEATURES

DESKTOP + MOBILE

Land at least 8 matching symbols anywhere on the reels to win. Watch as winning symbols 
vanish, allowing new symbols to cascade into place with no limit to the chain reactions that 
can occur.

EveryWay™ 

The Viking Wild lands exclusively on reels 3 and 4. Each Viking Wild comes with 2 lives 
initially. When participating in a winning combination, it doesn’t vanish immediately, instead, 
it loses 1 life, ensuring its presence for more potential wins.

Additional features above the reels amplify the excitement, triggering in consecutive chain 
reactions following wins involving the Wild symbol. Here’s how they activate:

Chain Reactions

1. Expand: Any Wilds on the reels and those landing in subsequent chain reactions expand 
to 1x4 in size, covering the entire reel.

2. x2: A x2 multiplier is applied 
3. x3: A x3 multiplier is applied. 
4. Remove 10, J, Q: 10, J, Q no longer land. 

All activated features deactivate at the conclusion of the spin. 

Viking Wild and Chain Reaction

The Yggdrasil adds 1 life to every Viking Wild symbol visible on the reels.

Yggdrasil

Unlock Free Spins by landing 3 or more Yggdrasil symbols on reels 1, 2, 5, or 6. Initially, enjoy 
3 free spins, with the opportunity to earn 3 more by landing additional Yggdrasil’s during the 
feature. During Free Spins, benefit from the Remove 10, J, Q symbols feature, and experience 
the multiplier transformed into a growing multiplier, starting at x1. Each winning combination 
boosts the multiplier by 1, which persists until the end of the bonus round. Even spins without 
wins keep the action alive, granting an extra spin to maximize the excitement.

Free Spins

1. 2 Viking Wilds: Guaranteed to land 2 Viking Wilds for 40x the stake.
2. Free Spins: Guaranteed to land 3 or more Yggdrasil symbols for 100x the stake.

Feature Buy

Comment

Non-jackpot RTP Options

With-jackpot RTP Options

OSS Game Type

vikingslegacyeveryway

vikingslegacyeveryway

RTP

90.71%, 92.76%, 94.78%, 95.69%, 95.77%

90.10%, 90.65%, 92.75%, 94.71%

OSS ID

vikingslegacyeve

vikingslegacyeve

About Red Tiger Jackpots  
Like all Red Tiger slots, Viking’s Legacy EveryWay™ may be taken with or without Red Tiger jackpots. If a jackpot version of the base game is taken, it must be paired 
with a jackpot contribution to get the final overall RTP of the game. For example pairing the with-jackpot base game certified at 90.10% RTP and adding a 1% 
jackpot contribution gives an overall RTP of 91.10%. The RTP of the jackpot contribution itself is 100%.

Game ID

VikingsLegacyEveryWay

VikingsLegacyEveryWay

GAME IDs and RTPs

Download the full promo pack: HERE

1%, 2%, 3%, 4%, 5%, 6%Jackpot Contributions

https://clientarea.evolution.com/red-tiger/games/Vikings-Legacy-Everyway

